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Change RegionThe selection of another region changes the language and content of slack.com. In today's world, it's very important to have a good collaboration with your teammates. Good team work brings the best result in all, especially in the professional field. Slack is a very powerful platform to fulfill all the tasks of your new startup or
company. Slack is an all-in-one platform for collaboration across all teams and companies. It provides records of previous conversations, channel divvied of teams, customers, projects and others. Slack also integrates a number of practical tools. You can also connect services like Salesforce, JIRA, Zendesk and even your proprietary
software! Let's see how we enjoy Slack on Ubuntu. Installing Slack There are several ways to install Slack on your system. Method 1 Fire a terminal window and run the following command - sudo snap install slack --classic Method 2 Get the latest DEB package from Slack. Now run the following commands - sudo dpkg -i slack-desktop-
3.3.3-amd64.deb sudo apt install -f Use Slack After the installation starts Slack - Let's create a new workspace. First, enter your e-mail address. Next, enter the verification code from your email. Enter your full name. Enter your password. Choose something strong. Next, it's time to choose your company name. Now select your preferred
Slack URL to access directly your Slack workspace. Accept the Terms and Conditions. You are free to send invitations to whoever you want. Voila! Your workspace is ready to enjoy! This is the original window of your Slack desktop app. Channels are basically specific groups that are specified only for one type of conversation, e.B.
#programming only for programmers, #testing for program testers only discussion, etc. Click on the + icon after the title channels. Complete the information to create a new channel for your Slack workspace. On Slack, you can also add a number of additional online services from other service providers such as Google Drive, Dropbox,
Asana, Bitbucket, GitHub and Trello, etc. Let's enjoy Google Drive on our Slack. Click the + icon after the App title. When you click the Install button next to a listed app, you'll be redirected to a browser. In the browser, click Install. Google Drive integration is complete! Now you need to authenticate with your Google Drive account. Enjoy!
Slack is a popular chat app designed specifically for the work environment. Slack offers various functions that make collaboration easier, organized and make it effective. In this guide, see how to install and use Slack on Ubuntu 20.04. Slack on Ubuntu Slack is a popular communication tool in the workplace. It has all the basic features you
would expect from a chat app. What really distinguishes it, however, is its additional function. For example, Slack has the channel function that allows you to organize communication into subcategories. This helps to information and communication. In addition to text communication, Slack supports voice/video calls. Slack also offers to
search your conversation. It also comes with support for additional add-ins to extend its functionality. Check out Slack apps. For ease of use, Slack offers a dedicated desktop client for different platforms. The official Slack client is free, but not open source. In the case of Ubuntu, there are three different ways to get it: DEB, flatpak and
snap packages. Install Slack on Ubuntu Here are all three available methods demonstrated. Follow the one that suits you best. Slack DEB Package We can grab the official Slack DEB package from Slack. Installing this package automatically configures the Slack repository for Ubuntu. This allows additional Slack updates to be installed
automatically by APT. Download Slack. Once the download is complete, fire on the terminal and install the package with APT. sudo apt install ./slack-desktop-4.8.0-amd64.deb Slack snap package Slack is also available as a snap package. A snap package is a kind of universal Linux package that you can enjoy regardless of the
distribution. All you need is the snap service preconfigured. In the case of Ubuntu 20.04, it comes pre-installed with Snap. If you have not installed it for any reason, follow these steps. Otherwise, jump directly to the Slack snap installation step. Sudo apt update &amp;&amp; sudo apt install snapd sudo snap install core &amp;&amp; sudo
systemctl restart snapd At this point your system should be ready to install snaps. Run the command to install Slack snap. Check out Slack in the Snapcraft Store. Sudo snap install slack --classic Slack flatpak package Similar to snap, flatpak is another type of universal Linux packages that, given the support of flatpak service, can be
installed and enjoyed on any Linux distribution. The Slack client is also available as a flatpak package. Ubuntu 20.04 does not come pre-installed with Flatpak. Let's install and configure flatpak quickly. Install Sudo apt update &amp;&amp; sudo apt flatpak -y This next step is optional and only applies if you are using the GNOME desktop. •
sudo apt gnome-software-plugin-flatpak -y Add the FlatHub repository. Sudo flatpak remote-add --if-not-exists flathub Install Slack flatpak. Check out Slack at FlatHub. Sudo flatpak install flathub com.slack.Slack With Slack Once the installation is complete, launch the client from the menu. To enjoy Slack, you must have a Slack account.
Slack will ask you to sign in to your account. Don't have a Slack account yet? Register with Slack. Already have a Slack account? Click Sign in. The client opens a tab in the default web browser. Enter the workspace URL. Next, sign in to your account. Once the login is successful, the client introduces you to the workspace and all its
channels. To manage all connected apps in the Slack workspace, go to the workspace menu &gt;&gt; Settings &amp; Management &gt;&gt; &gt;&gt; Apps. To connect a new app to the Slack workspace, go to the following link. • https://&lt;workspace&gt;.slack.com/apps Last Thoughts Slack is a powerful collaboration tool. In addition to
the native client, you can always use the web browser to enjoy Slack. The Slack client provides convenience and a better user experience. Hopefully this article helped you configure Slack for Ubuntu 20.04. Enjoy! Stay productive with the official client for this real-time chat service It has simply become easier to slack on Ubuntu and other
Linux distributions without needing to download installers or execute commands. The real-time chat and collaboration app, popular with large companies around the world, is now available as a snap app in the Snapcraft Store on all linux distributions that support it. What is Slack? Wikipedia describes Slack as ... a cloud-based set of
proprietary tools and services for team collaboration, a description that makes the platform sound painfully boring. It is anything but; Slack is lively, dynamic and fast-paced. Numerous well-known companies, teams and creatives use it, as well as many open source projects. It's like email with IRC and WhatsApp. It allows distributed teams
of all shades to stay in touch and about what is each other, with text, emojis, hashtags, files and more in real time. One of the most compelling features of Slack is that every message and every bit of communication is archived for future search. Businesses get to create their own slack space and create separate channels for discussing
and monitoring specific topics, etc. Third-party apps bring integration with external productivity services like Dropbox, Github, Twitter, Gmail and more. Over 6 million people use Slack every day, so the app is readily available on Ubuntu is a great step. Even if only a fraction of these 6 million people use Ubuntu, it will be one reason less
for them to dual-boot into their Windows or macOS partition. Slack is helping to transform the modern workplace, and we're excited to welcome it to the Snaps ecosystem, says Jamie Bennett, VP of Engineering, Devices &amp; IoT at Canonical. Today's announcement is another example of putting the Linux user first – Slack's developers
will now transfer the latest features directly to the user. With the prioritization of usability and the further increase in the popularity of open source, the number of snaps will not increase until 2018. Slack is not new in Ubuntu per se (it is available for Linux for a while), but you had to go and download a package from the web and then install
it manually. But now an official Slack Snap app is in Ubuntu which means that it is deliciously easy to install the app on Ubuntu and (in theory) to install a slate of other Linux distributions. Installing Slack on Ubuntu Slack is not open source software and is not included in the Ubuntu repositories by default— but it is available in the snap
store. To install Slack on Ubuntu 18.04 &lt;/workspace&gt; &lt;/workspace&gt; or later with the snap package simply open the Ubuntu software app and search for the app by name, or press this button: Install Slack on Ubuntu If you prefer to install apps with the command line, or you use a linux distro except Ubuntu, you can run this
command: sudo snap install slack --classic, no matter how you choose, that's pretty much everything you do. Once the package has been downloaded, unpacked, and installed, you can open Slack with your favorite app menu or application launcher. Follow the on-screen instructions to get the setup and join all the Slack workspaces
available to you. Don't download Slack for Linux? You can download Slack for Linux from the Slack website, with separate installers for Ubuntu and Fedora: Visit the Slack for Linux download page Alternative, run the following command to download Slack's Ubuntu installer using the wget tool: wget Then install: sudo dpkg -i slack-desktop-
*.deb Open Source Alternative to Slack Client For the best Ubuntu experience on the Unity desktop, consider using a third-party app. Scudcloud is especially popular with users of Ubuntu 16.04 LTS because it is neatly integrated into the Unity desktop. This means that you get things like an unread number of messages on the Unity
launcher, native notification bubbles, an indicator applet, and a Unity quick list for quick switching between Slack channels. You can download Scudcloud from Github or install it from a PPA by running the following commands: sudo apt-add-repository ppa:rael-gc/scudcloud sudo apt update &amp;&amp; sudo apt install scudcloud For an
open source alternative to Slack that is self-hosted trymost Matter. It offers many of the same features as Slack, but is free open source software. How to Install Slack on Ubuntu and other Linux Distros Distros Apps Home » How to : How to: How to: Install Slack on Ubuntu and other Linux Distros Distros
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